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Abstract

Several studies have demonstrated that out-of-order
execution processors may not be the most adequate
organization for wide issue processors due to the
increasing penalties that wire delays will cause in the issue
logic. The main target of out-of-order execution is to hide
functional unit latencies and memory latency. However,
the former can be quite effectively handled at compile time
and this observation is one of the main arguments for the
emerging EPIC architectures. In this paper, we
demonstrate that a decoupled access/execute organization
is very effective at hiding memory latency, even when it is
very long. This paper presents a thorough evaluation of
such processor organization.

First, a generic decoupled access/execute architecture
is defined and evaluated. Then the benefits of a lockup-free
cache, control speculation and a store-load bypass
mechanism under such architecture are evaluated. Our
analysis indicates that memory latency can be almost
completely hidden by such techniques.

1. Introduction

The gap between the speeds of processors and memories
has kept increasing in the past decade and it is expected to
sustain the same trend in the near future. This divergence
implies, in terms of clock cycles, an increasing latency of
those memory operations that cross the chip boundaries. In
addition, processors keep growing their capabilities to
exploit parallelism by means of greater issue widths and
deeper pipelines, which makes even higher the negative
impact of memory latencies on the performance. To
alleviate this problem, most current processors devote a
high fraction of their transistors to on-chip caches [20], in

order to reduce the average memory access time. Sev
prefetching techniques have been also developed, b
hardware and software [3].

Some processors, commonly known as out-of-ord
issue [33, 17, 15, 7, 8], include dynamic schedulin
techniques, most of them based on the Tomasulo algorit
[29] or variations of it, that allow them to tolerate both
memory and functional unit latency, by overlapping it with
useful computations of other independent instructions. T
implement out-of-order issue, the processor is capable
filling issue slots with independent instructions by lookin
forward in the instruction stream, into a limited instructio
window. This is a general mechanism that aggressive
extracts the instruction parallelism available in th
instruction window.

A decoupled access/execute architecture [22, 23, 6,
31, 19, 2, 11] includes some limited kind of dynami
scheduling which is especially oriented to tolerate memo
latency. It splits - statically or dynamically - the instruction
stream into two. One stream is composed of all tho
instructions involved in the fetch of data from memory, an
it executes asynchronously respect the other one, which
formed with the instructions that process these data. Bo
streams are executed on independent processing u
(called AP and EP respectively, in this paper) whic
communicate mutually and with the memory syste
through queues. The AP is expected to execute in adva
of the EP and to prefetch the data from memory so that t
EP can consume the data without any delay. Th
anticipation orslippagemay involve multiple conditional
branches, so it actually performs a kind of dynamic loo
unrolling. However, the amount of slippage between th
AP and the EP highly depends on the program ILP, becau
data and control dependencies can force both units
synchronize - the so called Loss of Decoupling events [
30] - producing a serious performance degradation.
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As memory latencies continue to grow in the future, out-
of-order processors will need longer issue windows to find
independent instructions to fill the increasing number of
empty issue slots, and this number will grow even faster
with greater issue widths. The increase in the instruction
window size will have an obvious influence on the chip
area, but its major negative impact will strike at the
processor clock cycle time. As reported recently [18], the
networks involved in the issue stage, and also - although to
a less extent - those of the renaming stage, are in the critical
path that determines the clock cycle time. In their analysis,
the authors of that study state that the delay function of
these networks has a component that increases
quadratically with the window length. And, although
linearly, it also depends strongly on the issue width.
Moreover, higher density technologies only accelerate the
increase in these latencies. Their analysis suggest that out-
of-order architectures could find in the future a serious
boundary on their clock speeds.

A decoupled processor provides an alternative to this
problem. It has a reduced issue and data bypass logic
complexity, not only because of its in-order issue policy,
but also because these tasks are subdivided into two
processing units, with independent register files and
pipelines. Therefore, it adapts to higher memory latencies
by scaling much simpler structures than an out-of-order,
i.e. scaling at a lower hardware cost, or conversely scaling
at a higher degree with similar cost. It may be argued that
in-order processors have a limited potential to exploit ILP.
However, current compiling techniques can extract much
of the parallelism in a program and thus, providing a means
for the compiler to communicate parallelism to the
hardware is the approach that emerging EPIC (Explicitly
Parallel Instruction Computing) architectures will take [9].
This paper presents an exhaustive evaluation of decoupled
access/execute processors and in particular, of its ability to
hide memory latency.

We first analyze a generic decoupled architecture with
dynamic instruction split [23, 11, 32] and a data cache.
Other studies on decoupled machines have been carried out
before [1, 22, 6, 25, 23, 32, 31, 16, 5, 10, 13], but they did
not analyze techniques like store-load forwarding, control
speculation or lockup-free caches. In this paper we
evaluate specifically the impact of these techniques when
applied to a decoupled processor, and quantify the memory
latency sensitivity of this architecture.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the basic decoupled architecture. Section 3
analyzes the performance of this architecture and identifies
its major strengths and weaknesses. Finally, we summarize
the main conclusions of this work in Section 4.

2. A Decoupled access/execute processor

The processor microarchitecture evaluated in this pap
(Figure 1) consists of two superscalar decouple
processing units: the Address Processing unit (AP) and
Execute Processing unit (EP). The decoupled proces
executes a single instruction stream, based on the DE
alpha ISA [4], by splitting it dynamically and dispatching
the instructions to either the AP or the EP. There are tw
separate register files, one in the AP with 32 integ
registers, the other in the EP with 32 FP registers. Bo
units share a common fetch and dispatch stages, while th
have separate issue, execute and write-back sta
pipelines. Next, there is a brief description of each stage

The fetch stage reads up to 4 consecutive instructio
per cycle from an ideal I-cache (less than 4 if there is
taken branch among them). It is also provided with
conditional branch prediction scheme based on a 2K en
Branch History Table, with a 2-bit saturating counter pe
entry [21].

The dispatch stage decodes up to 4 instructions per cy
and sends them to either the AP or the EP instructi
queue, depending on whether they are integer or floati
point instructions, respectively, in a similar way to the ZS
1 [23] or the MIPS R8000 [11]. These queues have 4 a
64 entries, respectively. As an exception, Floads a
Fstores are sent to both the AP and the EP, because w
they move data to/from EP registers, their effective addre
calculation involves AP registers. Whether a condition
branch is dispatched to the AP or to the EP depends on
kind of comparison. The instructions that follow the branc
are fetched based on the prediction outcome, and some

Memory Subsystem

AP EP

Store
Queue

Load
Data

Queue

Figure 1: Scheme of a decoupled
processor

Fetch and Dispatch

Condition Queues

Instruction Queues
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them will be sent to the same processing unit than the
branch, while others will be sent to the other processing
unit. Each processing unit must be able to identify exactly
which are the instructions that follow this branch, and to
squash them in case of misprediction. It is easy to identify
those instructions sent to the same processing unit than the
branch, but there is nothing that distinguishes those sent to
the other processing unit. The more simple solution would
be to send the branch to both processing units, like in the
ZS-1[23] among others, one of them being just a single
token to indicate that the instructions following it are
speculative. However, to avoid such code expansion, since
this token has no operands, it has been replaced by a single
bit added to the first next instruction dispatched to that
processing unit. When the branch is resolved, the outcome
is sent to the other processing unit through a Condition
Queue.

Since the AP usually executes ahead of the EP, and such
slippage is a key factor on performance, in most of our
experiments we assume that the AP can issue and execute
speculatively instructions beyond a certain number of EP
branches. However, this requires that the AP has the
appropriate hardware to recover from mispredicted
branches. Just for comparison, we have also implemented
a non-speculative model where AP stalls and waits for EP
branches to be resolved before issuing the instructions that
follow them. Speculative execution has not been
implemented in the EP because the required hardware is
quite complex, and the EP does not naturally tend to
execute ahead of the AP.

Each processing unit is provided with 2 general purpose
and fully pipelined functional units. Each processing unit
can read and issue up to 2 instructions per cycle. For the
sake of simplicity, the latencies of all operations in the EP
are assumed to be 4 cycles, while those in the AP are only
1 cycle, except accesses to the data cache, which need one
additional cycle in case of hit, and some more cycles in
case of miss.

The AP portion of an Fload calculates the effective
address and sends it to the memory system. The data is
finally delivered to the Load Data Queue (LDQ), from
where it will be popped out, and written to a register, by the
corresponding dummy Fload in the EP. Similarly, the AP
calculates Fstore effective addresses and holds them in the
Store Queue (SQ), until the data is delivered by the
corresponding dummy Fstore in the EP. Both queues have
32 entries. Loads are allowed to execute ahead of
uncompleted stores, after being disambiguated against all
the addresses held in the SQ. In most of our experiments
there exists also a forwarding mechanism that allows
dependent loads to be put aside in a pending queue until
they receive the data directly from the store, thus avoiding
to stall the AP.

The primary data cache is on-chip, 2-ported [26], 8 KB1,
direct-mapped, with a 32 byte block length, and
implements a write-back policy to minimize off-chip bus
traffic. We assume that primary cache misses always hit
a large ideal off-chip L2 cache, and they have a 16 cyc
latency plus any penalty due to bus contention. On most
our experiments, we also assume that the L1 data cach
lockup-free [14], and it is modelled like that of the Alpha
21164 [4], but augmenting to 16 the number of (primary
misses to different lines because the miss latency is a
longer. It can also merge up to 4 (secondary) misses p
pending line. The L1-L2 interface consists of a 128-b
wide data bus which completes one transaction each 2 C
cycles (i.e. every cache line keeps the bus busy during
cycles) by overlapping several transactions.

To maintain precise exceptions we assume that the
exists an elementary reorder buffer, a graduatio
mechanism and some exception recovery hardware [
24] for the AP. The recovery hardware for the EP is great
simplified by just preventing the EP from issuing ahead
uncompleted AP instructions (including conditiona
branches). As far as the AP executes ahead of the EP,
constraint saves lots of hardware complexity at the expen
of very little penalties.

3. Performance evaluation

In this section we identify through experimenta
evaluation the major sources of wasted cycles in a typic
decoupled architecture, and the effectiveness of seve
techniques commonly used to alleviate these problem
lockup-free caches, store-load forwarding and contr
speculation. We also evaluate the latency hidin
effectiveness of this architecture. The discussion highligh
the major weaknesses and strengths of the decoup
approach.

3.1. Simulation methodology and workload

Experiments are carried out with a trace drive
simulator. The binary code is obtained by compiling th
SPEC FP95 benchmark suite [28], for a DEC AlphaStatio
600 5/266, with the DEC compiler applying full
optimizations. The trace is generated by running this co
previously instrumented with the ATOM tool [27]. The
simulator models, cycle-by-cycle, the architectur
described in the previous section, and runs the SPEC FP
benchmarks, fed with their largest available input data se

1. . The relatively small L1 cache has been chosen to stress the
latency hiding requirements of the processor.
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Because of the detail of the simulations, they are ve
slow. Therefore, we simulate only a portion of 100 million
instructions of each benchmark, after skipping an initi
start-up phase. To determine the appropriate initi
discarded offset we compared the instruction-typ
frequencies of such a fragment starting at different poin
with the full run frequencies. We found that this phase h
not the same length for all the benchmarks: about 5000
instructions for 101.tomcatv and 103.su2cor; 1000 M fo
104.hydro2d and 146.wave5; and just 100 M for the rest
the benchmarks.

3.2. Sources of wasted cycles

We have first measured the throughput of the Issue sta
in terms of the percentage of committed instructions ov
the total issue slot count (i.e. % of cycles where it is real
doing useful work) for a basic architecture having disable
the lockup-free cache, the store-load forwarding and t
AP speculation. The results are shown in Figure 2. Figure
shows the results of a similar analysis (only the average
the ten benchmarks) when these three techniques
enabled separately, and also when they are combined
several ways.

The wasted throughput is also characterized, b
recording the cause for each empty issue slot. The la
control hazard means that the AP cannot issue a
instruction because it depends on an unresolved
conditional branch. Register interlocks are labelled aswait
register operand. The label cache busymeans that a
memory instruction cannot be executed because the
cache is either being accessed by the L2 cache (for a l
replacement), or it is processing a blocking miss. Notic
that this is the main cause for AP stalls in this architectur
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The labelmemory data hazardmeans that a Load stalls the
AP because it references the same address than a prev
pending Fstore. The labelwait memory operandmeans that
a Load instruction in the EP cannot read its data becau
this is not yet delivered to the Load Data Queue. This is t
main source of wasted cycles in the EP. The labelEP ahead
of APmeans that the EP is stalled in order not to overta
the AP, due to the restriction imposed to simplify precis
exceptions. Finally, the labelempty i-queueincludes the
slots wasted by uncommitted instructions (those squash
in case of a branch misprediction) and the slots lost beca
the instruction queue is empty. This latter cause is observ
in programs that show a bad load balance between b
processing units. Since more than one of these causes m
overlap for a given instruction in a clock cycle, the stall i
accounted to the first of these causes, in the order given
the legend of the plot (top-down order). We discuss belo
the main conclusions drawn from these figures.

3.2.1. Effectiveness of a lockup-free cache (load miss
stalls). As shown in Figure 2 (labelscache busyandwait
memory operand), when a lockup-free cache is not used
the AP is stalled by load misses and the EP is waiting f
memory data, for most of the time. Miss latency increas
the AP cycle count far above the EP cycle count. The A
execution time becomes the bounding limit of the glob
performance, and decoupling can hardly hide memo
latencies. The nature of these stalls is a structural haza
and they can be reduced by providing the processor with
lockup-free cache. As shown in Figure 3 (column labelle
nonbl), with this cache, this kind of stalls are almost elimi
nated. Of course, this uncovers other overlapped caus
but the overall improvement in the performance achiev
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an impressive 89.7% increase (from 0.88 IPC to 1.67 IPC

3.2.2. Effectiveness of store-load forwarding (memory
data hazard stalls). Another source of wasted cycles ar
memory data hazards (Figure 2, left) detected durin
memory disambiguation. With forwarding disabled, whe
a load matches the effective address of a pending Fsto
the AP pipeline is blocked until the store is issued to th
cache. The EP is indirectly affected by these stalls: t
slippage between the AP and the EP gets reduced - we
this event a loss of decoupling, or LOD [2, 30] - and an
other subsequent Fload is exposed to be penalized by
memory latency in case of a cache miss.

Our experiments (Figure 3 left, columnforwd), show
that store-load forwarding removes completely these sta
but since most of the benchmarks are compute bou
(except forturb3d), the overall speed-up will be, at most
that of the EP, and it depends on how much it was penaliz
by these LODs. That is, it depends on how frequent t
stalls were, whether they made the amount of slippage dr
below the threshold of the memory latency, and whethe
subsequent Fload missed in the cache before the
recovered the decoupling. Figure 3 (columnsforwd) shows
that, despite the significant amount of saved stalls achiev
by forwarding in the AP (labelledmemory data hazards),
the EP lost slots (labelledwait memory operand) are very
little reduced. The average performance improvement
just a 2.27% increase (from 0.88 IPC to 0.90 IPC).

3.2.3. Effectiveness of AP speculative execution (con-
trol hazard stalls). Another source of wasted cycles ar
control hazards originated by FP conditional branche
When speculative execution is disabled, the AP instru
tions that follow the branch must wait until the condition i
delivered by the EP to the Condition Queue. This kind o
LODs are removed by enabling the AP to execute specu
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Figure 3: A summary of AP (left) and EP (right) issu
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tively instructions beyond one ore more branches. In ca
one of the branches is found to be mispredicted, the ha
ware must be able to recover the state previous to t
branch [12, 24]. The cost of this hardware depends on t
particular implementation and the speculation dept
which is the number of unresolved EP branches beyo
which the instruction issue mechanism stalls. We ha
assumed a speculation depth of 4, which is the same as
MIPS R10000 [33] and the PowerPC 620 [17].

Our experiments show that, although control haza
stalls are almost completely removed (Figure 3, left), th
average IPC increases only by 2.2%. This is due to the lo
average frequency of these branches (0.36% of all t
instructions). However, this technique provides significa
improvements to particular programs where they are mo
frequent. These is the case ofhydro2d (2.35% of the
completed instructions), which experiments a 20%
increase of the IPC. It can be seen in Figure 2 (left) that th
program experiences a significant penalty due to cont
hazards. It can be also noticed that when combinin
speculation with a lockup-free cache, the benefits of th
technique are slightly higher (3.5% IPC increase) becau
the extra slippage provided to the AP by speculation is n
lost by miss stalls, so that the latency perceived by Floa
in the EP is reduced.

To summarize, we can conclude that store-loa
forwarding has a minor influence on performance. A
control speculation has also little impact on performanc
but it is slightly higher if a lockup-free cache is present. I
contrast, a lockup-free cache produces by itself such a h
improvement that it is essential to a decoupled process
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3.3. Latency hiding effectiveness

The interest of a decoupled architecture is close
related to its ability to hide long memory latencies. Th
latency hiding potential of a decoupled processor depen
strongly on the decoupling behavior of the programs bei
tested. For some programs, the scheduling ability of t
compiler to remove LOD events, which force the AP an
the EP to synchronize, is also a key factor. However, t
compiler we have used (Digital f77) is not especiall
tailored to a decoupled processor. Therefore, to valida
our conclusions, we are interested in having an assessm
of the latency hiding effectiveness of our basic architectu
without any specific compiler support.

We have run the 10 benchmarks with the external L
memory latency varying from 1 to 256 cycles. Th
simulations assume that the L1 cache is 64 KB and dire
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Figure 4-a:  Utilization of the EP instruction
queue entries, as an indicator of the decoupling
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Figure 4-c: Miss Ratios of Loads and Stores,
when L2 latency is 256 cycles.
s

nt

t

mapped, and the length of the processor architectu
queues and the number of pending misses supported by
lockup-free cache are scaled up proportionally to the L
latency. We have measured the miss ratio, the execut
time, the utilization of the EP instruction queue, and th
average “perceived” latency of load misses. Since we a
interested in the particular benefit of decoupling
independently of the cache miss ratio, this average does
include load hits.

Figure 4-a shows the cumulative distribution of th
utilization of the EP instruction queue entries. The numb
of used entries in the EP is closely related to the amount
slippage between the AP and EP. Therefore, programs t
use few entries during many cycles (turb3d, su2cor,
hydro2d, wave5, and fpppp) are said to “decouple badly”.

Figure 4-b shows the average perceived latency of lo
misses, which quantifies the non-hidden latency of loa
misses. It shows thattomcatv, swim, mgrid, appluandapsi
L2 Latency (cycles)

Figure 4-b: Perceived miss latency. The value
for fpppp with a 256 L2 latency is 49.
L2 Latency (cycles)

Figure 4-d: Impact of latency on performance
(loss relative to the 1-cycle L2 latency case).
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are almost not affected by the L2 latency, in spite of the
quite high load miss ratios of some of them (seeFigure 4-
c) because they decouple quite well, hiding efficiently the
miss latencies. Such high miss ratios are produced when
memory latency is so large because, after a pending miss
(primary), subsequent loads to the same line are more
likely to produce new misses (secondary). These new
misses do not necessarily increase the number of requests
to the L2 cache, if the implementation can merge them in a
single request. We can also observe that the perceived
latency ofturb3dhas a small positive offset in relation to
others, which is caused by bus contention delays. When the
L2 latency is 256 cycles, more than 97.2% of it is hidden
for all the programs exceptingfpppp andturb3d.

Figure 4-d shows the loss of performance, relative to the
1-cycle latency case, when L2 memory latency ranges from
1 to 256 cycles. The impact of the memory latency on the
performance depends on both the perceived load miss
latency (which is the effective stall caused by a miss, and it
is closely related to the decoupling behavior of the
program, as previously shown) and also on the miss ratio
(which is related to the frequency of the stalls). For
example, althoughfpppp and turb3d show the highest
perceived latencies as a consequence of a bad decoupling
behavior, they are little performance degraded because of
their extremely low load miss ratios (see Figure 4-c). On
the other hand,su2corandhydro2dhave the highest impact
of latency on their performance because they have a bad
decoupling behavior together with high miss ratios. To
summarize, performance is little affected when programs
show either a good decoupling behavior (tomcatv, swim,
mgrid, applu and apsi), or a low miss ratio (fpppp and
turb3d), but it is seriously degraded if they lack both
features (su2corand hydro2d).

4. Conclusions

In the this paper we have performed a detailed analysis
of the main factors that influence the performance of a
decoupled processor, identifying its major strengths and
weaknesses:

• We have analyzed the effectiveness of a lockup-free
cache, and we have found an average 1.89 speed-up
over a processor with a blocking cache. A lockup-free
cache reduces drastically the AP stall cycles caused
by the latency of load misses, thus allowing the AP to
run far ahead of the EP.

• We have also quantified the effectiveness of control
speculation in the AP. It only produces significant
improvements on programs with many FP condi-
tional branches, likehydro2d (1.2 speed-up).

• We have also evaluated a Store-Load forwardin
mechanism, and we have found that it has littl
impact on the performance, probably because wh
forwarding is not enabled, this hazard only reduce
partially the decoupling, but it does not eliminate i
completely.

• We have quantified the latency hiding potential of
decoupled processor: when the L2 latency is as lar
as 256 cycles, decoupling still hides more than 97.2
of it, for 8 of the benchmarks (and it hides 94.3% an
80.2% on the other two). The impact of the memor
latency on the performance depends on two facto
the latency effectively perceived by the program
(which is closely related to its decoupling behaviour
and its miss ratio. With a 64 KB direct-mapped
cache, when L2 latency is 256 cycles, the perform
ance loss with respect to the 1-cycle latency case
less than 20% on 8 of the benchmarks. We found th
high degradations are only produced when both h
ratio and decoupling are low, which is the case of th
other 2 benchmarks (50.3% and 56.7% of IPC redu
tion).

• The main cause that prevents to achieve the peak p
formance are true data dependencies between EP r
ister operands. This penalty can be reduced wi
appropriate compiling techniques like those that wi
support future EPIC architectures.
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